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Greetings from heavenly Europe and the Middle East! More than a
thousand European members and families attended the closing
session of the 2021 Cheon Il Guk Leaders' Assembly with True
Mother, and we heard directly from her about her vision for a unified
and restored world by 2027.
By now, we all know the goal to restore and bless at least one-third of
the world's population by 2027. We came away from the meeting
with a renewed sense of conviction. We could see how completely
True Mother has confidence that now is the time for the conclusion of
the long providence of restoration.
We will educate the leaders of our nations through the work of UPF,
WFWP and YSP and have more than forty events scheduled even
before True Parents' Holy Wedding anniversary in April.
Using our unique position, bridging the Western and the former
communist nations, we will support the Korean unification providence by bringing together experts,
veterans and supporters from both sides of the conflict.
Raising a younger generation of leaders is an urgent priority. True Mother has just appointed two regional
vice presidents, and we now have six subregional vice presidents to support them. We are restructuring
YSP, reviving CARP and the Cranes Club, and have a goal to appoint forty young national leaders or the
equivalent in 2021.
Finally, we are committed to expanding the foundation in heavenly Albania, which was blessed by True
Mother in 2019, and at least one other nation in each subregion, tentatively, Moldova, Israel, Portugal,
Germany, France, and the United Kingdom.
All over Europe, members have formed small groups for daily early morning Hoon Dok Hae study of
Mother of Peace. Each week, the entire region gathers online for a weekly prayer condition and
providential update, and every month we have a region-wide Sunday Service. We're very much hoping
that True Mother will join us for Easter Sunday Service or soon thereafter!

